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The structure of Fe films, epitaxially grown on Ni~001!, has been studied in the 0–14 ML coverage range by
means of photoelectron diffraction~PD! in the forward scattering regime. Quantitative analysis by a multiple
scattering approach has been performed on Fe films at a coverage of 3 and 7 ML. Analysis of the 3-ML data
showed that growth was not layer-by-layer but rather occurred through islands nucleation and that transition
from the pseudomorphic fcc to the bcc phase was located in this early stage of growth. In fact, best fit was
obtained by calculations on a 2 ML bcc~110!/3 ML fcc~001! Fe film with the bcĉ111&i fcc^110& in-plane
orientation. Interlayer spacings of 2.0560.06 Å, 2.0160.03 Å, and 1.8560.03 Å were found in the bcc
region, between bcc and fcc layers and in the fcc region, respectively. Best-fit in-plane nearest-neighbors~n-n!
distance was 2.4960.02 Å, in registry with that of the Ni substrate. To analyze the 7-ML data a 4 ML
bcc~110!/3 ML fcc~001! film was employed, varying the fitting parameters in the bcc region only. Best fit was
obtained for an interlayer spacing of 2.0460.04 Å and in plane n-n distance of 2.4760.01 Å. At 14 ML the
PD pattern collected over a 94° azimuthal range displayed symmetry around the@110# substrate direction,
which was explained by the equipopulation of the 4 bcc~110! domains satisfying the bcc^111&i fcc^110&
alignment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The face centered cubic~fcc! phase of Fe~g-Fe! at low
temperature has been the subject of many theoretical
experimental investigations due to the strong dependenc
its magnetic properties on the atomic volume: the so-ca
magneto-volume instability.1–5 As g-Fe is stable in bulk
phase only above 910 °C, epitaxial growth of thin-Fe film
on suitable fcc substrates is needed to stabilize it at ro
temperature~RT!. In this way, by forcing a pseudomorph
growth and playing with the value of the substrate latt
constant it is possible to tailor the Fe atomic volume in
growing film. Within this framework the detailed knowledg
and control of the atomic structure and film growth plays
crucial role. The lattice constant ofg-Fe at RT, extrapolated
from the high temperature phase, is equal to 3.59 Å.6 Cu
has been the most widely employed substrate, due to
good lattice match (aCu53.61 Å) and to the non-magneti
nature, which allows to single out the magnetic properties
the Fe overlayer.4,5 The use of magnetic fcc templates, on t
other hand, might add interest to the study ofg-Fe because
novel magnetic phases could be stabilised under the in
ence of both structure and magnetism of the substrate. W
this respect, Ni is suitable, its lattice constant being 3.52
~22% lattice mismatch!, and both theoretical and exper
mental studies have confirmed the influence of the subs
magnetism on the Fe overlayer.7,8

In this work we present a structural analysis of Fe film
grown on Ni~001! performed by photoelectron diffractio
~PD!. Early studies of Fe growth on Ni~001! were performed
by transmission electron microscopy9,10 on hundreds Å-thick
films grown in high vacuum. A strained fcc phase was fou
to form up to 8–9 ML, followed by transition to a bcc~110!
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~3!/2246~8!/$15.00
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phase. More recently, low energy electron diffracti
~LEED! was employed to study the growth in ultra hig
vacuum. Qualitative analysis by Lee, Abu-Jeudeh, a
Montano11 found evidence of fcc phase up to 6 ML, whe
possible formation of bcc~110! crystallites took place. A
quantitative structural analysis by Luet al.12 interpreted
LEED patterns up to 6 ML as originated by a strained f
phase, with 8% interlayer distance expansion. At 10 ML
interlayer distance was found further expanded to 10%
recent work by Schirmer and Wuttig13 on a Ni~7 ML!/
Cu~001! substrate observed an fcc phase up to a coverag
11 ML and subsequent formation of a bcc~110! phase. Quan-
titative LEED analysis on the 6 ML-thick film gave bulk an
first interlayer spacings 1% and 7% expanded relative to
Ni value, respectively. From the point of view of magnetis
O’Brien and Tonner4 found, on Fe/Ni~001!, a magnetic se-
quence similar to that of Fe/Cu~001! as a function of the Fe
coverage and assigned the magnetic changes to crysta
phase transitions in the Fe film, calling for more detail
structural studies. Similar results were found by Kuch a
Parkin14 in studying Fe/Ni multilayers by x-ray Diffraction
and Superconducting Quantum Interference Device. In a
cent work,15 we have analyzed Fe/Ni~001! films from the
structural point of view, employing the primary-beam d
fraction modulated electron emission~PDMEE! technique,16

a powerful approach which provides quick qualitative ana
sis of thin films structure and it is easily feasible on mo
electron spectroscopy equipment. Fcc phase, tetragon
distorted along the growth direction, was observed up t
ML, followed by a transition to the bcc~110! phase which
completed at 14 ML. In the first 3 ML evidence of Fe/N
intermixing was found.

In the present work a quantitative approach is applied
2246 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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means of angle-scanned PD combined with multiple sca
ing ~MS! calculations. The PD technique is a well esta
lished structural probe for surface and subsurface struct
characterization.17 In the forward scattering regime, i.e., fo
photoelectron energies>500 eV, it enables detailed struc
tural analysis by means of the shape and angular positio
the forward focusing features, which are related to clo
packed atomic chains. The aim of this work is twofold. Fir
to solve quantitatively the Fe film structure by fitting the da
with multiple scattering calculations and, second, to supp
the validity of the PDMEE approach by comparing our p
vious results with the present ones. The paper is organize
follows. In Sec. II, the experimental details about sam
preparation and measurements are given. In Sec. III, PD
perimental results are shown. In Sec. IV, the best-fit M
calculations are reported divided into three subsections,
responding to low, intermediate and high-coverage regio
Finally, in Sec. V, the discussion of results and conclusio
are presented.

II. EXPERIMENT

Ni~001! surface was prepared by Ar1 sputtering at 1.5
keV and annealing at 550 °C. Short O2 exposures followed
by flashes at 600 °C were used to eliminate the residual
bon segregated at the surface after annealing. Surface c
ness and local order were checked by photoelectron spec
copy and PD measurements, respectively. Base pressu
the scattering chamber was 2310210Torr, rising to 8
310210Torr during evaporations. Fe was evaporated
means of electron-bombardment cells, using 99,999% pu
Fe rods. A deposition rate of 0.5 ML/min was calibrated
means of a quartz microbalance. PD measurements w
performed at beamline 7.2~ALOISA! ~Ref. 18! at
ELETTRA Synchrotron~Trieste, Italy!. The beamline was
operated in the undulator mode and a photon beam of en
E5850 eV was focused into the scattering chamber
means of a grating-crystal monochromator system. Inten
angular distributions~IAD’s ! of Fe3p (Ek5797 eV) and
Ni3p (Ek5783 eV) photoelectrons were collected by sca
ning the hemispherical analyser~1° angular resolution! over
the polar take-off angle, in the plane containing the cho
azimuthal direction, laying on the sample surface, and
sample normal. Polar angles~u! were measured with respe
to the sample normal, azimuthal angles~f! with respect to
the @110# substrate direction. Polar scans were performed
angular steps of 1° and then fitted by a spline function
steps of 0.1°, in order to determine the forward features
gular position with an uncertainty of60.1°. The PD pattern
measured at a coverage of 14 ML was obtained by collec
IAD’s over a 94° azimuthal range, centred aroundf50° at
angular stepDf52°.

III. PD EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 1 Ni3p and Fe3p IAD’s along the@110# azimuth
are shown for the clean Ni substrate and for Fe films over
0–14 ML coverage range, respectively. Ni3p IAD is charac-
terized by three major forward focusing features at 0°, 36
and 55.9°, corresponding to the@001#, @112#, and @111#
atomic chains, respectively. The relative intensity and sh
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of these features are related to the inner structure of the
responding atomic rows.@001# and @112# rows are closer
packed than@111#, thereby 0° and 36.8° features reflect
stronger focusing efficiency and are more intense a
strongly peaked than the feature at 55.9°. The@111# feature
is broad, with two symmetric peaks rounding a dip at t
center, a so-called ‘‘volcano’’ shape typical of less dens
packed atomic chains, generated by multiple scatter
effects.19 Fe IAD at 0.5 ML shows two weak features aligne
with the@001# and@112# peaks of the Ni curve. At 1 ML they
are better defined and the@112# feature is clearly shifted
towards lower angles. Furthermore, a feature in the ang
region corresponding to the@111# chain is rising. As the
coverage increases the@112# peak angular position furthe
shifts, from 33.0°, at 2 ML, to 31.7° at the final coverage
14 ML, where the feature has been labeled as ‘‘b.’’ In the
inset of Fig. 1 the angular position and anisotropy@A
5(I max2Imin)/Imean# of the @112#fcc/b peak are shown as
function of the Fe coverage. The behavior of the@111# fea-
ture is more peculiar. It undergoes an angular shift simila
that of @112#, which brings its position from 53°, at 2 ML, to
51° at 14 ML, where the feature is labeled as ‘‘c.’’ More-
over, a marked change is observed in its shape: betwe
and 3 ML the two peaks are well distinct and separated b
pronounced dip, then, at 4 and 6 ML, the doublet closes
almost in a single feature, and, from 7 ML on, the pea
reappear as distinct features.

The close resemblance between the Ni3p IAD and the
Fe3p IAD’s at low coverage suggests that the first Fe lay
arrange pseudomorphically with the substrate, i.e., fcc~001!.
However, the angular position of the off-normal forward fe
tures, rapidly moving towards lower angles with the Fe co

FIG. 1. Intensity angular distributions~IAD’s ! of the Ni 3p and
Fe 3p photoelectrons for the clean Ni~001! surface and for Fe films
at different coverage, respectively, along the@110# azimuth. In the
inset, anisotropy~d! and angular position~h! of the @112#fcc/b
feature are shown as a function of the Fe coverage. Cross sec
of the Ni~001! and Fe~110! surfaces along the@110# and@111# azi-
muths, respectively, are sketched along with the relative orienta
between Ni~001! and Fe~110! surface cells.
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erage, indicates that the Fe film is progressively strai
along the normal direction by an expansion of the interla
distance. In fact, assuming a lattice parameter of 3.59 Å
fcc Fe, the Fe surface cell must shrink by 2% to match w
the Ni substrate and a vertical expansion is expected to c
pensate for the in-plane contraction. This expansion can
predicted on the basis of elastic strain calculations.20 If the
in-plane lattice constant of the substrate is adopted, a ver
expansion by 5%, relative to Ni value, results, correspond
to an interlayer spacing of 1.84 Å and a shift of the@112#
feature by21.3°. The angular position of the@112# feature
rapidly drops with Fe coverage and keeps within the val
expected from elastic strain theory only up to 1 ML. Abo
this coverage it further reduces, reaching 31.7° at the fi
coverage, a value which largely exceeds that predicted
theory. This behavior can be explained if a transition to
bcc~110! phase develops above 2-3 ML. In fact, by assum
a bcĉ111&i fcc^110& in-plane orientation between th
bcc~110! and fcc~001! surface cells, the lattice mismatch
only 0.1% and, along the bcc@111# azimuth, there are two
closed-packed off-normal chains: the@131# at 31.5° and the
@021# at 50.8°. These angular positions are very close
those assumed by the ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘ c’’ features, respectively, in
the 14 ML Fe IAD. The equilibrium interlayer distance b
tween bcc~110! layers is 2.03 Å, in agreement with the in
creasing expansion deduced from the@112# peak shift. The
behavior of the@112#fcc/b peak anisotropy~inset of Fig. 1!
can also be interpreted within this model. On one hand
shows the usual trend expected for an epitaxial film of
creasing thickness,21 with a rapid increase at low coverag
followed by a smooth stabilization to an equilibrium value
high coverage, where the film is bulklike. On the other ha
the marked step between 2 and 4 ML occurs exactly in
coverage region where the fcc-to-bcc transition locates
the basis of angular position data, and presumably refl
the structural changes occurring on topmost layers of
film.

On the basis of low coverage Fe IAD’s, some consid
ations on the growth mode can be made. IAD’s at 0.5 a
1 ML rule out layer-by-layer growth, because it would imp
the absence of forward focusing features in this cover
region. This opens the possibility of either islands nucleat
or intermixing between Fe and Ni atoms at the interface
our previous study on the same system we concluded
intermixing.15 In that case, best fit of Fe-to-Ni Auger inten
sity ratio occurred assuming an Fe/Ni intermixing extend
over 3 layers and the@112# peak position in the Fe IAD’s
kept aligned with that of the Ni substrate up to 3 ML,
expected for Fe atoms embedded in a Ni matrix. In
present case, on the contrary, we notice that:~i! the @112#
feature is shifted by21.4° already at 1 ML and~ii ! the Ni3p
IAD’s collected at low-Fe coverage~not shown here! do not
show any appreciable angular shift of the main off-norm
features. Therefore, the formation of islands thicker than
nominal coverage, rather than intermixing, is strongly s
gested. The different conclusion drawn in our previous
periment can be explained by the great influence that sm
variations in growth conditions and sample preparation
have in determining the growth mode and structure of
film, particularly in the early stages.

At a coverage of 14 ML we measured Fe3p IAD’s over a
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94° azimuthal range, centered around the@110# substrate azi-
muth. The experimental pattern, shown in Fig. 2~a!, is char-
acterized by the following features:~i! data display a sym-
metry around the@110# substrate direction, the 0° azimut
~after verifying the symmetry of raw data with respect to t
@110# azimuth, Fig. 2~a! was obtained by averaging pola
IAD’s at equivalent azimuths!, ~ii ! a high-intensity region
between 30°–35° polar angles, corresponding to
bcc@131# forward feature, extends over a220°–20° azi-
muthal range, and~ii ! a low-intensity, ‘‘X-shaped’’ region
extends over the whole azimuthal range between 5°–30°
lar angles. The symmetry around the@110# direction can be
explained according to the model sketched in Fig. 2~b!.
There are four possible orientations between bcc~110! and
fcc~001! cells satisfying the bcc^111&i fcc^110& relation.
Aligning the bcc@111# direction with the fcc@110# one, we
obtain the 0° domain. The three others arise by rotating
domain by 19.5°, 90° and 109.5°, in order to have all t
possible alignments between the substrate and overlayer
face cell diagonals. None of the four bcc domains display
symmetry around the@110# substrate direction, if considere
alone. However, by a superposition of the four domains sy
metry around 0° azimuth occurs, recovering the one
served in the experimental pattern. Therefore, the expe
overall symmetry is fourfold instead of twofold, as for
single bcc~110! domain. The domains superposition also a
counts for the extension of the bcc@131# forward feature over
the 620° azimuthal range. It originates from the bcc$112%

FIG. 2. ~a! Fe 3p IAD’s collected over a wide azimuthal rang
on the 14-ML Fe film.~b! Sketch of the four possible bcc~110!
domains orientation relative to the Ni~001! surface cell and of their
superposition.
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atomic planes, containing the@131# atomic row, 619.5°
apart from the 0° azimuth. The high-intensity feature in t
experimental pattern, therefore, is a triplet composed
@131# peaks at219.5°, 0°, and 19.5° azimuths.

IV. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The quantitative structural analysis was carried out
means of the MSCD code developed by Y. Chen and M.
Van Hove,22 performing MS calculations in the Rehr-Albe
approximation. In our case, MS events up to the 5th or
were considered. Phase shifts were calculated by the
gram up to angular momentum numberl 525, based on
muffin-tin potentials taken from Ref. 23. The atomic clus
was defined by the radiusr and the depthh of a semiellipsoid
having the circular basis on the top layer and the vertex
the bottom one. In our calculationsr was kept constant at 1
Å and h was varied according to the number of the laye
involved.

As a first step, we searched for the best trial structure
be used in the fitting procedure by comparing the experim
tal data with calculations from films of different thickne
and structural arrangement. In this comparison, the b
qualitative agreement on the shape and relative intensit
the main features was considered, disregarding the e
match of forward features angular position. The latter,
fact, deals with a quantitative dependence on the struct
parameters, and was determined by the true fitting proced
Once the trial structure had been chosen, the best-fit pr
dure consisted in minimizing theR-factor upon variation of
the fitting parameters. TheR factor is defined as:

R5Su@cxc~u!2xe~u!#2/Su$@cxc~u!#21xe~u!2%, ~1!

where the calculated@xc(u)# and experimental@xe(u)# chi
functions are given by

xc~e!~u!5@ I c~e!~u!2I 0
c~e!~u!#/I 0

c~e!~u!, ~2!

and I c(e)(u) is the calculated~experimental! photoelectron
intensity as a function of the polar angleu, I 0

c(u) is the
photoelectron intensity calculated without scattering effe
and I 0

e(u) is the response function of the detection syst
obtained by a spline fitting ofI e(u); c is a constant normal
izing xc(u) area to that ofxe(u). The code allows auto
mated fitting over different parameters, related to both str
tural and physical properties of the system, namely: in pl
nearest-neighbors distance (a), interlayer spacing (d), De-
bye temperature (TD), and inner potential (V0). We focused
our search on the structural parametersd anda, minimizing
theR factor over a grid of values whose density was progr
sively increased approaching theR-factor absolute minimum
The error bar associated to a fitting parameter~p! was calcu-
lated according to the formula:24 Dp5(«R0 /N)1/2, whereR0
is the minimum value, 1/« is the curvature of theR-factor
curve calculated at the minimum andN is the number of
independent data points over which the fit is performed
our case,N53 was taken, corresponding to the number
major forward features along the@110# azimuth, which were
supposed to be fairly independent of each other. Prelimin
ily, we tested the built-in fitting procedure of the code on t
clean Ni~001! surface. In Fig. 3, the experimental Ni3p IAD
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collected along the@110# azimuth is shown along with best
fit calculation on a eight-layer Ni~001! film. In the insets the
R-factor curves are displayed as a function of the structu
fitting parameters. The agreement between experimental
calculated curves is very good, for what concerns the m
forward focusing features. In the 20°–30° angular region,
the contrary, where features generated by higher order in
ference and true diffraction occur, the agreement is no
good. This is probably due to the maximum number of ato
accepted by the code, which limits the in-depth extension
the cluster to 14.5 Å, when keeping ther parameter fixed to
10 Å. If the escape depth of the outgoing electrons is of
order of, or exceeds the cluster depth~in our case the inelas
tic mean free path was;13 Å!, bulk-related features like the
aforementioned ones might not be correctly reproduced.
the other hand, a number of eight layers seems enoug
describe correctly the scattering effects occurring along
closed-packed atomic rows, which provide the promin
structural information. The fitting was run over the interlay
spacing and then-n in plane distance of the three topmo
layers, i.e.,d1–2,2–3 and a1,2,3, respectively. The absolut
minimum was found ford1–2,2–351.7560.01 Å, anda1,2,3
52.5060.01 Å, practically identical, within the errors, t
the values for the bulk material. These results agree w
previous LEED studies,25 reporting no substantial recon
struction for the Ni~001! surface. Fitting was also performe
over V0 and TD parameters, finding the minimum forV0
51366 eV andTD5170660 K. The large error bar assoc
ated with both quantities indicates the poor sensitivity of
R factor to these parameters, nevertheless, the inner pote
value agrees with those reported in the literature.25 On the
contrary, the Debye temperature is much lower than the
ues reported for both bulk and surface of Ni. In the followin
calculations on Fe films, we shall not perform fitting ov
these parameters, assuming the values found for the Ni~001!
surface.

A. Low coverage

To choose the best trial structure for fitting the 3-ML da
we performed qualitative comparison with calculations~not

FIG. 3. Experimental and best-fit Ni3p IAD along the @110#
azimuth for the clean Ni~001! surface. In the insets theR-factor
behavior vs fitting parameters is shown; the segment sketches
fitting parameter error bar.
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2250 PRB 61G. C. GAZZADI et al.
shown here! run on pseudomorphic fcc~001! films, 3, 4, and
5-layer thick, and on films composed by stacking 1 or 2 b
~110! layers on top of 3 fcc~001! layers. The following trend
was observed. Concerning fcc films, 3 and 4-layer thick fil
showed a very similar pattern, well reproducing the@001#
and @112# features but not the@111#: in experimental data
this feature is made up by two peaks at 49° and 58°, while
both calculations only a single peak at 58° appeared.
calculation on the 5-layer film better reproduced the@111#
feature, showing a weak feature rising at 52° but, in t
case, the@001# intensity was rather overestimated. Conce
ing the bcc/fcc films, the 1-layer bcc/3-layer fcc structu
yielded a result very similar to that of the 4-layer fcc ca
Adding the second bcc layer, on the contrary, markedly
proved the agreement with data. The@111# feature doublet,
in particular, was well reproduced by two peaks at 50° a
58°, and the agreement with@001# and @112# features re-
mained good as well. Calculations were also performed
films with the fcc-like Fe3Ni structure, in order to simulate
intermixed Fe-Ni films. The results were indeed very simi
to those obtained from fcc films of the corresponding thic
ness. From this comparison it can be concluded that:~i! the
experimental data bear structural fingerprints of a fi
thicker than the nominal coverage and~ii ! the 2-layer bcc/3-
layer fcc film, rather than the 5-layer fcc or Fe3Ni ones,
seems the best trial structure. As shown in the previous
tion, at high coverage there is evidence of multidom
nucleation of the bcc~110! phase, to be considered when pe
forming calculations on bcc layers. Unfortunately, it is n
possible to define a multidomain cluster, which would cor
spond to the real physical case and an approximation ha
be adopted. Along the@110# substrate azimuth the fourfol
domain degeneracy reduces to two, the 0° and 109.5° and
19.5° and 90° orientations being equivalent. We can t
consider the 0° and 19.5° domains only, whose cross-sec
along the aforementioned azimuth is represented by
$112% and$222% planes, respectively.$112% planes have three
major atomic chains, the@110# at 0°, @131# at 31.5°, and
@021# at 50.8°, with 4.05, 4.75, and 6.41 Å atomic spacin
respectively. The$222% planes are less densely packed, co
taining the@110# chain at 0°, the@121#, at 30° and the@011#
at 60°, with 4.05, 7.02, and 4.05 Å atomic spacing, resp
tively. As the main structural information in experiment
data comes from the off-normal forward features loca
around 30° and 50°, we expect a major contribution fro
those atomic planes having the closest packed chains in
angular region, i.e., the$112% planes. Therefore, calculation
involving bcc layers were run with the 0° domain orientati
of the bcc~110! surface. The resulting best-fit paramete
were then employed for a calculation on the 19.5° dom
orientation and, eventually, the calculations from the t
domains were combined and compared again to the exp
mental data in order to obtain a tentative estimate of
domains ratio.

In Fig. 4, the experimental Fe3p IAD for 3 ML coverage
is displayed along with the best-fit calculation from the 2 M
bcc/3 ML fcc film. In the insets theR-factor curves are dis
played as a function of the fitting parameters. The calcula
curve shows an excellent agreement with data over the w
angular range. Both angular position and relative intensity
the three main forward features are matched. The fitting p
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cedure was run by varying four parameters independen
the interlayer spacing between bcc layers (d1–2), bcc and fcc
layers (d2–3), and fcc layers (d3–45d4–5) and the n-n in
plane distance for the whole film~a!. The absolute minimum
was found to occur for the following values:d1 – 252.05
60.06 Å, d2 – 352.0160.03 Å, d3 – 45d4 – 551.8560.03 Å,
anda52.4960.02 Å. By a weighted combination of the 0
and 19.5° domain calculations a slightly lowerR factor was
obtained with 90% of 0° domain and 10% of 19.5° doma

B. Intermediate coverage

To fit the experimental data at the intermediate cover
of 7 ML, it was assumed that the bcc phase extended fr
the fourth layer on, i.e., a 4 ML bcc/3 ML fcc structure was
employed. In Fig. 5, the experimental Fe3p IAD and the
best-fit calculation are shown. In the insets, theR-factor de-
pendence on the fitting parameters is reported. The ag
ment between data and calculation is again very good.
fitting was performed by varying the structural parameters
the bcc layers only, namely: the interlayer spacing (d1-2
5d2-35d3-4) and then-n in plane distance (a1,2,3,4). Varia-
tion over the structural parameters of the deeper fcc lay
was found to be substantially ineffective on theR factor,
therefore, the best-fit values obtained for the 3-ML data w
maintained. The absolute minimum occurs for the followi
values:d1-2,2-3,3-452.0460.04 Å anda1,2,3,452.4760.01 Å.
FurtherR-factor minimization over a weighted combinatio
of the 0° and 19.5° domains yielded 70% of 0° domain a
30% of 19.5° domain.

FIG. 4. Experimental and best-fit Fe3p IAD along the @110#
azimuth for the 3-ML Fe film. Calculation is performed on a 2 ML
bcc~110!/3 ML fcc~001! Fe layer. In the insets the dependence
theR factor vs fitting parameters is shown; the segment sketches
fitting parameter error bar.
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C. High coverage

In Fig. 6, the experimental Fe 3p intensity pattern for the
14-ML film @Fig. 6~a!# is shown along with the calculatio
on a bcc~110! film with 0° domain orientation@Fig. 6~b!# and
a superposition of calculations on the 4 domains, with eq
weight for each@Fig. 6~c!#. All calculations are performed on
a eight-layer thick bcc~110! film, with Fe~110! equilibrium
lattice parameters. The calculation from the single dom
clearly does not match the experimental pattern. In part
lar, the symmetry occurs around the 35° azimuth, as
pected for a 0° domain@see Fig. 2~b!#. By a superposition of
all the four possible domains, each weighted 0.25, the ag
ment between data and calculation remarkably improves
particular, the symmetry around the 0° azimuth is recove
The low-intensityX-shaped feature can be identified in t
5°–30° polar range, running over the whole azimuthal ran
and the@131# forward feature, between 30 and 35° pol
angles, extends over the same azimuthal range observe
the experimental pattern.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the quantitative analysis results for t
clean Ni~001! surface and for the 3 ML Fe/Ni(001) and
ML Fe/Ni(001) films is listed in Table I. The structural evo
lution of the Fe film can be described as follows. Up to t
3rd/4th layer the Fe film grows pseudomorphically with t
substrate, i.e., with a fcc~001! structure. However, the film is
tetragonally strained along the growth direction, with an
terlayer distance of 1.85 Å, 5% expanded over the Ni val
Above this critical thickness, the structural transition to t
bcc~110! phase begins, with the bcc^111&i fcc^110& in-plane
orientation. The spacing between the bcc and fcc layer
2.01 Å and that between the first and second bcc layer is
Å, slightly expanded by 1% over the equilibrium Fe~110!
value. The in-plane n-n distance on both bcc and fcc laye
found in registry with that of the substrate, i.e., 2.49 Å.

FIG. 5. Experimental and best-fit Fe3p IAD along the @110#
azimuth for the 7-ML Fe film. Calculation is performed on a 4 ML
bcc~110!/3 ML fcc~001! Fe layer. In the insets the dependence
theR factor vs fitting parameters is shown; the segment sketches
fitting parameter error bar.
al

in
-

x-

e-
in
d.

e

for

-
.

is
05

is

the number of bcc layers grows their interlayer distance
laxes to 2.04 Å, very close to the equilibrium value~2.03 Å!,
and the in plane n-n distance slightly reduces to 2.47 Å.
high coverage~14 ML!, the Fe PD pattern collected over
wide azimuthal range displays a symmetry around
fcc@110# azimuth, which can be explained by an equal pop
lation of the four bcc~110! domains satisfying the
bcĉ 111&i fcc^110& relation. Comparison of the fcc layer pa
rameters with strain analysis calculations is very satisfacto
both the interlayer spacing and the in plane n-n dista
agree with the predicted values. The parameters obtained
the bcc layers are very close to the equilibrium ones,
expected on the basis of the very small mismatch betw
pseudomorphic fcc~001! and bcc~110! unit cells along
bcĉ 111& and fcĉ110& directions. Compared to previou
works performing quantitative structural analysis, our resu
are in good agreement with those of Luet al.12 who reported
fcc (131) LEED patterns up to 6 Fe layers on Ni~001! and,
above this coverage, the appearance of satellite spots a
uted to bcc~110! islands. On a 2-ML film they found 1.90 Å
and 1.85 Å Fe-Fe and Fe-Ni interlayer distances, resp
tively and, at 10 ML, still analysing the LEED pattern as fc
they found interlayer spacingd1 – 2 and dbulk of 2.04 Å and
1.94 Å, respectively. These results agree, within experim
tal errors, with ours for what concerns the interlayer distan

f
he

FIG. 6. ~a! Experimental Fe 3p IAD’s collected over a wide
azimuthal range on the 14-ML Fe film.~b! Fe 3p intensity pattern
calculated on a bcc~110! Fe film with 0° domain orientation.~c! Fe
3p intensity pattern obtained by a linear superposition of the ca
lations on bcc~110! Fe films with the 0°, 19.5°, 90°, and 109.5
domain orientations, equally weighted.
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TABLE I. Best-fit parameters for the clean Ni~001! surface and for the 3- and 7-ML Fe films.

Experimental structural Ni~001! 3 ML Fe/Ni~001! 7 ML Fe/Ni~001!

Best-fit structure 8 ML fcc 2 ML bcc/3 ML fcc 4 ML bcc/3 ML fcc
(R50.050) (R50.038) (R50.030)

Best-fit d1 – 2,2– 351.7560.01 d1 – 252.0560.06 d1 – 2,2– 3,3– 452.0460.04
Parameters~Å! a1,2,352.5060.01 d2 – 352.0160.03 d4 – 552.0160.03

d3 – 4,4– 551.8560.03 d5 – 6,6– 751.8560.03
a52.4960.02 a1,2,3,452.4760.02
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between fcc layers at low coverage. Those for the 10-M
film are difficult to compare, being possibly affected by th
LEED analysis in terms of an fcc pattern despite the e
dence of bcc~110! domains nucleation. The interlayer dis
tance between the first and second layer, in fact, is the o
expected for bcc~110! structure. Quantitative LEED analysis
by Schirmer et al. was performed on 6 ML Fe/8 ML
Ni~001!/Cu~001! trilayer. The pattern was analyzed a
fcc~001! and the best-fit parameters were:d1 – 251.88 Å,
dbulk51.78 Å, anda52.54 Å. The main discrepancy with
our results regards the in-planen-n spacing, which is not in
registry with that of the substrate but sensibly larger. Th
explains the reduced interlayer distance expansion found
the bulk of the film. Thed1 – 2 value, however, is close to the
interlayer distance we found in the fcc region.

Concerning the growth mode, both qualitative and qua
titative analysis of Fe data at low coverage suggest that
land nucleation occurs at this early stage. In particular, t
fact that best fit of the 3-ML data is obtained with a 2 ML
bcc/3 ML fcc structure indicates that the ‘‘structural chara
ter’’ at this coverage is mainly determined by regions thick
than the nominal value. Such a result can be explained
follows. At low coverage, when few scatterers compose t
atomic chains, a stronger forward focusing effect occurs
longer the chain. Therefore, if the layer thickness is not h
mogeneous, we expect that thicker regions give a major c
tribution to the PD pattern compared to the thinner one
Best fit of the 7-ML data is obtained with the nominal num
ber of Fe layers, suggesting that island might coalesce fo
ing a layer of uniform thickness as the coverage increases
agreement with literature results.13

From the point of view of the magnetism of the F
g-phase, the atomic volume in the fcc region, as obtain
il

n
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d

from the best-fit parameters, is 11.5 Å3. This value, on the
basis of both spin dependent calculations3 and experimental
findings on Cu~001!,5 should be too small to induce ferro
magnetic~FM! coupling. However, the possibility of polar
ization effects induced by the Ni substrate cannot be
cluded. In the bcc region the calculated atomic volume is
equilibrium one~11.8 Å3!, and the coupling, of course, is
expected to be FM.

Finally, comparison with results of our previous study
satisfactorily on the whole, and confirms the reliability of th
PDMEE technique for quick on campus structural investig
tions. There, we concluded that, within the first 5 ML, the F
film was fcc~001! strained by a 4% expansion along the no
mal direction and intermixing with the substrate, extend
over the first 3 ML, occurred. At higher coverages a tran
tion to the bcc~110! phase was suggested, having th
bcĉ 111&i fcc^110& in-plane orientation and displaying mul
tidomain character. The present results, as far as the st
tural evolution is concerned, closely recover those conc
sions. In particular, both the quantitative estimate of the
phase strain, and the transition to the bcc~110! phase are
reproduced. A discrepancy remains in describing the gro
mode, which, as already mentioned, can be strongly sens
to small variations in substrate preparation and growth c
ditions.
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